1. Introduction

Our information society [1], [2] is rapidly evolving towards the knowledge economy [3], where the knowledge management tasks will be addressed by the knowledge ecosystem model [4] and various content suppliers will converge from the old to the new media [5]. Current technological world is a pragmatic one: we look at any world entity (a living, artificial, or an abstract one) through the interfaces of the smart applications and ask ourselves a simple question: how can I utilize it?, i.e., we really start to believe on “Everything as a Capbility” [6]. A capability is usually provided explicitly or implicitly through a product or a service. Some entities may not provide useful capabilities directly but can facilitate capabilities of other products, services or users. Knowledge is a facilitator of many important capabilities, such as decision-making and learning. Knowledge is converted into economic value by the processes consisting of interconnected actions (cognitive, physical or social) performed in physical or virtual spaces. Unlike most real world resources depleted after being used, knowledge can be reused, and it is capable to evolve and to enhance its value within shared storages over time. Knowledge economy [6] concerns exchanging knowledge-based products and services within knowledge markets [3], which are based on mechanism enabling, supporting, and facilitating mobilization, sharing, or exchanging information and knowledge among providers and users. The New Media [5] increases production and distribution of knowledge as a collective intelligence effort (with online interactions between users and producers) to make the existing knowledge easier to access and reuse.

Knowledge collected from different heterogeneous sources needs standardization to enable “understanding”, which is the process of connecting (linking) the new information and knowledge to the one already stored. Currently popular term “Linked Data” [7], [8] has therefore one simple meaning: “the data which has been understood”. When the data is linked, one can make a deeper intelligent and efficient analysis of it (mining, knowledge discovery, pattern recognition, diagnostics, prediction, etc.). It is known that something represented as a Linked Data (based on RDF, OWL and other standards) can be relatively easy linked with other public data sets for creation of a cloud of linked open data (the Semantic Web) [9]. There are many collaborative data-linking efforts mashing up features from Web 2.0 and the Semantic Web [10], e.g., Linking Open Data (w3.org/wiki/SwoGI/TaskForces/CommunityProjects/LinkingOpenData), DBpedia (dbpedia.org), Freebase (freebase.com), Factual (factual.com), INSEMTIVES (insentives.eu/index.php) and many others, which provide structured...
content published and driven by volunteers. Collaborative creation and evolutionary maintenance can be used not only for Linked Data itself (as a knowledge graph) but even for ontologies (“folksonomies” or social tagging).

Another trend is related to making knowledge computable. See, e.g., the effort of Wolfram/Alpha (wolframalpha.com) which is a query-answering tool providing visualization capability (the authors call it a “computational knowledge engine for the Web”), which allows dynamic computations on top of structured data (aka declarative knowledge) due to various procedural attachments and built-ins within it. The challenge however would be to make such computational knowledge a natural asset for the emergent Semantic Web, i.e., suitable not only for humans but also for various heterogeneous and potentially interoperable applications, where an essential part of needed knowledge-driven computations can be automatically imported by an application from the remote services. Knowledge has to be well managed in order to be capable for effective computations. We have to admit that knowledge is such a complex and dynamic entity that it would be naive to assume that the traditional knowledge management approaches would be enough to meet all the emerging challenges. We need a self-managed evolutionary knowledge, which will be able to manage itself autonomously and therefore will have some extra knowledge about its structure and possible behavior.

This is a challenging context for considerations about knowledge and knowledge-based systems. Knowledge provisioning (or/and computations or inferences on top of it) has always been the major concern of the systems. However now an emerging concern is how to do the same for needs related to knowledge self-management and autonomic evolution. The concept of a knowledge ecosystem is appeared to refer to a knowledge management as a self-organization in response to changing environments based on the dynamic evolution [11], [4]. In this paper we are going to address the challenges related to the knowledge self-management capability. We offer an extension of the RDF model (traditionally used for operation with knowledge graphs) in order to enhance autonomous behavior of knowledge with respect to the Semantic Web standards. We call the knowledge based on such extended model as executable, which means that it contains explicit (executable) instructions on how to manage itself (i.e., self-management enabled).

We call the correspondent process of the executable knowledge (self-)management as Knowledge Computing. It aims to serve to a wide range of self-management purposes to accommodate the changes happening in the Linked Open Data in a more structured way comparably to users’ queries addressing performed by the Google Knowledge Graph (google.com/insidesearch/features/search/knowledge.html) or the Wolfram/Alpha (wolframalpha.com).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we continue the introduction and discuss current trends in Information and Communication Technologies figuring out the needs for the autonomic and self-managed solutions related to the knowledge economy in Section 2; in Section 3 we provide some basic characteristics and requirements to appropriate self-managed systems; we discuss what kind of knowledge would be needed for such self-managed systems in Section 4; in Section 5 we discuss combination of the conflicting Open World and Closed World assumptions to enable self-management in knowledge-based systems; existing approaches on enabling procedural attachments into declarative knowledge is briefly described in Section 6; Semantic Web services and various approaches around this concept to add semantics to a procedural knowledge are described in Section 7; in Section 8 we introduce the concepts of executable knowledge and knowledge computing utilizing the traditional RDF model extended by a new property type; we present some pilot (proof-of-concept) implementation of the executable knowledge and a reasoned for it as a plug-in to Protégé ontology development environment in Section 9; and we conclude in Section 10.

2. Current Crisis and New Trends in Information Technologies

Analysis of the current crisis (status of related markets and employments) of the ICT (Information and Communication Technologies) domain [12] indicates certain trends, which, e.g., demonstrate negative dynamics related to ICT (communication technologies) component and probable recovery and growth for the ICT (information technologies) component of the ICT.

It is well known that “Information Technology is concerned with technology to treat information towards user needs”. We have 3 major keywords here (information, technology and user) and with each of them the new challenging trends are associated as follows:

- **Information** (data, knowledge) is becoming huge (in amounts and dimensions), globally distributed (by location), heterogeneous (by the nature of the source), dynamic (changing with space-time and other contexts), multi-disciplinary (by scope) and it is already beyond our capability to successfully process, store and understand it with the existing tools. The Big Data challenge is expected to be one of the most exciting opportunities within the past decade [13].

- **Technology** provides capabilities (in forms of applications (as products or as services with more shift towards services)) to manipulate Information. The capabilities are also becoming huge (by number and complexity), globally distributed (by location), heterogeneous (by the nature of the developer or provider), dynamic (configurable adapting to the space-time change and other contexts) and multidisciplinary (by scope). Emerging service industry (the so called Web-based service economy) on top of the Internet of Services with global delivery platforms utilizes and expands the Web 2.0 and future network infrastructure (Internet of Things). It is promoted by giants like SAP, Amazon, eBay, Google, Siemens, Philips, etc. According to the SAP vision, the Web-based service economy in the Internet of Services will likely be an integral part of the future economic innovation, value creation, growth, and employment [14].

- **User** is also becoming “huge” (in number and social interconnections), globally distributed (by location), heterogeneous (by nature (“Everything-as-a-User” [15]) and experience), dynamic (profiles and preferences are space-time and other contexts dependent) and multidisciplinary (by scope of interest). Today user is also an active data and knowledge contributor and capability provider through the Web.

The major requirements to a possible solution to meet all these challenges are:

- **Self-management** (self-configuration, self-optimization, self-protection, self-healing, etc., features of autonomic computing) is needed to handle huge scale complexity (volumes of information, numbers of technology capabilities, variety of users and all related interactions);
Semantics (according to Semantic (Web) Technology) is needed to enable self-management and to handle heterogeneity of information, technology capabilities and users;

Smart Integration (of information, capabilities, or users) is needed to enable interconnection (e.g., Linked Data) and interoperability among all “actors” and “components” and to enable seamless and automated compilation of new complex systems from available components;

Context-Awareness (including context modeling and computing) is needed to handle dynamic aspect of current IT trend (e.g., word “mobile” has now wider meaning, like “changing in context”);

Architectures related to SOA and Cloud Computing may serve as technological and business ecosystems for multidisciplinary domains.

Therefore: the major emergent topics around Information Technology that are addressing the current IT challenges would be:

- Self-management;
- Big and Linked Data, Semantics, Interoperability and Integration;
- Service-Oriented Architectures and Cloud Computing with the enhanced general slogan: “Everything-as-a-Service-for-Everything!”

The three major aspects of such enhanced vision of “Everything-as-a-Service Engineering” would be:

1. Everything as a Service Provider. This traditional concern sounds like: What (infrastructure, platforms, software, interfaces, data, etc.) should be additionally provided to make some product or system capable of performing its functionality (data or capability) as a service for external users, businesses or systems through the Web?

2. Everything as a Service Consumer. Here we have much more challenging question: How to design products and systems so that they will be capable of automatic real-time discovery, query and utilization of external data and capabilities for better meeting their design objectives and beyond?

3. Everything as a Self-Service. Major research question here is: How to make systems self-aware, context-aware and capable of self-configuration, self-optimization, self-protection and self-healing while adapting their design objectives in real time to changing execution environments according to the “Open World assumption” (i.e., a system should be able to handle new situations, which were not known during its design time). Not only technologies are rapidly changing but also the requirements towards future IT workers and their skills (which causes new challenges for the universities) are also changing radically. Traditional requirements for the open positions in IT contained before the list of concrete topics and products a candidate was expected to know or be skillful in. Now the requirements may sound shorter and more challenging, like, e.g., “people need to think beyond the routine, and need to have the ability not just to adapt to change, but to help create it” [16].

We have observed recently a dramatic increase in our ability to collect data from various sensors, devices, in different formats, from different users, applications and services. The amounts of these data are already so huge that it is beyond our capability to successfully process, store and understand it. The major challenge would be to find balance between two evident statements: (a) the more data you have, the more potentially useful patterns it may include; (b) the more data you have, the less hope that any sophisticated machine-learning algorithm will be capable to discover these patterns in the acceptable time frame. Knowledge (as the result of some analytical processing over data) definitely has more value than the data from which it has been originated and we may expect that big volumes of processed data will result to big volumes of produced knowledge (which is not always true but likely to happen in many cases). Knowledge has additional challenges of being “big” including challenge of resolving contradictory (and evolving) opinions of everyone on everything where managing the authority and reputation of “experts” will play an important role [17]. The Semantic Technology (RDF, OWL, etc.) was originated aiming to break down the data silos and at the same time to enable efficient (big) knowledge management. However taking into account the trends mentioned above one may expect that the (big) knowledge to be effectively managed as a complex system should be a proactive, self-managing, self-evolutionary entity capable of consuming and providing services and self-services over the Web. Such environments, in which knowledge can “live” autonomously are known as a knowledge ecosystems (see, e.g., [18]), are considered as a kind of digital ecosystem (alternative to the traditional knowledge management approach with its directive management) towards enabling self-organization and dynamic evolution of knowledge interaction between entities (interlinked knowledge resources, databases, human experts, and artificial knowledge agents) in response to changing environments.

The question however is whether the current standards for knowledge representation and sharing are suitable to enable its emergent self-management capabilities and, if not, then what might be the needed update? This is the issue of this paper.

3. Autonomic Computing, Self-Management and Evolution

Started by IBM in 2001, the Autonomic Computing refers to the self-managing characteristics of complex computing systems to manage themselves without direct human intervention (i.e., the human defines general policies that constrain the self-management process). According to IBM, the major four functional areas of autonomic computing would be: self-configuration (automatic configuration of system components); self-optimization (automatic monitoring and ensuring the optimal functioning of the system within defined requirements); self-protection (automatic identification and protection from security threats); and self-healing (automatic fault discovery and correction). Other important capabilities of autonomic systems are: self-awareness (capable of knowing itself); self-adaptation (acting accordingly to own environment and surrounding context observed); being non-proprietary (function in a heterogeneous word of open standards); and anticipatory (automatically anticipate needed resources) [19].

According to [20] a self-managed system must be able to dynamically change its behavior at runtime following user requirements, execution environments, or technologies change, therefore the system manages itself given high-level objectives. Such systems are based not only on reusable (software) components but rather on dynamically reconfigurable ones. Therefor a system reconfigures itself (either separate components or their communication logic) to: (a) address such changing objectives (expectations, requirements) from the user, which were not anticipated at the design phase; (b) address such changes in the execution environment, which were not anticipated at
the design phase; (c) address such changes in the technology, which means radically new utilization context (communication, networks, devices, standards, etc.) for the system.

Is the list above of self-managing characteristics would be enough? Probably not. The self-managed systems are naturally proactive, which means that they are capable not only to adapt themselves to the environmental change but also create changes in the environments, i.e., adapting the environments to own benefits when possible and appropriate. According to [21] a self-managed system is an autonomous system like a robot is. This actually means that it is proactively adaptive to the environmental changes, not just reactive. A software architecture of self-managed system is one in which components automatically configure their interaction to be compatible with an overall architectural specification and the objectives of the system. One of such major objectives applied to self-managed systems is to minimize the degree of explicit management necessary for (re)construction and subsequent evolution whilst preserving the architectural properties implied by its specification [21]. Challenges here were noticed as follows: reconfiguration of the software components, which ensures application consistency; decentralized configuration management, which can tolerate inconsistent views of the system state, but still converge to a satisfactory stable state; on-line (perhaps constraint based) planning for the goal management layer.

Consider appropriate definition of an intelligent agent concept from [22], which fits well these extended requirements to the self-managed systems. The definition is based on the concept of Semantic Balance [23] between internal (own configuration) and external (outside world configuration) environments of an agent as a kind of “survival instinct”.

An Intelligent Agent is considered in [22] as such proactively-adaptive self-managed entity that is expected (for survival) to keep continuously balance between configurations of its internal and external environments in such a way that in the case of unbalance agent can choose the behavioral option from the following list:

• make a change within the configuration of the external environment to be in balance with the internal one;
• make a change within the configuration of the internal environment to be in balance with the external one;
• find out and move to another place within the external environment, which configuration is such that needed balance occurs without any changes;
• communicate and collaborate with one or more other agents (human or artificial) to be able to create a community, which collaborative internal environment and its configuration will be in balance with the external one.

The concept of an agent fits well the expectations from the self-managed systems and therefore it would be reasonable to consider the extensive self-managed systems as the agent-driven ones. For the further needs of this paper let us fix some characteristics of a self-managed system. A self-managed system should be capable: (1) to observe (and record) its own configuration and current state including configuration and behavior of the management engine on top of it through internal sensors; (2) to observe (and record) the state and the behavior (including inquiries) of the outside world entities through external sensors and communication channels; (3) to reason (discover) the need and objectives for self-reconfiguration by smart comparison of the records from (1) and (2); (4) to create a self-reconfiguration plan based on the objectives from (3); (5) to execute appropriate actions from the self-reconfiguration plans from (4) through internal effectors; (6) to proactively order, query, or execute the needed reconfiguration actions from the external world entities (if the self-reconfiguration is not possible) through the external effectors and communication channels.

Such adaptive, proactive, mobile, collaborative and context-aware systems capable to dynamically change their behavior at runtime are difficult to create. Dynamic reconfiguration of such systems can generate inconsistencies, integrity problems and combinatorial explosion of possible variants, all of which leads to a great complexity, considerable technical challenges and high implementation costs.

Even such a sophisticated self-managed (a kind of “artificial life”) system as described above may meet one day such rapidly evolving circumstances that it will not be capable anymore to reconfigure itself in a real time to address the new challenges, to fit its design objectives and therefore becoming useless for further exploitation and “dies”. Then it usually happens, that the next generation system is created, which may inherit something from previous system but also should have some principally new features. Because of that we admit that it is not always possible to a system to adapt itself to a change within its lifetime. This means that the self-management capability only may not be enough for the system to “survive” and we are coming to the necessity of the (self-)evolution. The nature invented a long-term (beyond single system lifecycle) adaptation instrument named genetic evolution. Evolution is known to be the change in the inherited features of populations (of natural or artificial life forms) over successive generations. Evolutionary processes provide diversity at every level of life organization.

4. Knowledge for Survival

Let us agree with [24] saying: “Someone once said that that there is nothing new in this world, we keep on reinventing the wheel. I have no pretension that this work contains anything new, since I borrowed heavily from the work and insights of others. What is different is how these insights are cobbled together into a different and perhaps new whole” (new system). In terms of self-management and evolution, knowledge is essential for a living system’s survival. According to [25], knowledge is needed to make a complex unpredictable world understandable for making better decisions within it. It is also believed [26] that knowing things gives evolutionary advantage to those who know better how to adapt rather than die. The role of knowledge for self-management of individuals can be seen from e.g. BDI (Beliefs-Desires-Intentions) model with various enhancements [27], which is traditionally applied for programming software agents’ behaviors. The abstract formula of agent behavior would be: survival as the “basic instinct”; different and changing desires (goals and objectives) appear (inferred) according to the survival needs; intentions (executable plans for achieving objectives) are inferred based on own beliefs (knowledge about itself and the environment).

The role of knowledge for self-management of the groups of individuals is associated with the knowledge management concept. In today’s hypercompetitive environment, knowledge management becomes a vital component for modern organizations. Knowledge management relates to an organization’s ability to systematically capture, organize, and store information exploring technologies like business intelligence, collaboration, knowledge transfer, knowledge discovery and
In the autonomic systems context, the knowledge includes essential part of a self-knowledge (as named in [29]) with corresponding management components like self-monitoring, self-learning, self-diagnostics, etc.

An autonomic system should obviously work with so-called dynamic knowledge (see, e.g., [30]), which is dynamically changing knowledge, providing on-demand, in-context, timely, and relevant information. Representation of dynamic knowledge reacting to any changes in business environment and the user’s needs is possible with autonomic ontologies [31], [32]. To support their efficiency important techniques including detecting and fixing broken links in linked data sets [33], monitoring and notifying data changes [34], [35], re-balancing graph structures [31], [32] are introduced. Powerful and expressive tools and languages (such as, e.g., LUPS [36]) are used for representing and proper handling of conflicting updates as addressed in [30].

Is self-knowledge declarative or procedural? A procedural knowledge (or knowledge on how to do something) is known to be a knowledge focused on obtaining a result and exercised in the accomplishment of a task, unlike declarative knowledge (propositional knowledge or knowledge about something) [37]. Procedural knowledge is usually represented as finite-state machine, computer program or a plan. It is often a tacit knowledge, which means that it is difficult to verbalize it and transfer to another person or an agent. The opposite of tacit knowledge is explicit knowledge. We believe that an autonomic system needs a kind of a hybrid of explicit declarative self-knowledge (as knowledge about own properties and capabilities) and explicit procedural self-knowledge (as knowledge on how to utilize own properties and the capabilities for the self-management).

### 5. Open World vs. Closed World Assumptions

Individual knowledge and knowledge we collectively share in the Web describes only a small portion of the world around us and the larger portion remains unknown. This so-called Open World assumption is used as the basis within most of current ontology reasoning support tools. Humans as well as various systems however are making their decisions within Closed World of known facts and therefore these decisions may lead to a failure and will be optimal only if a complete knowledge is available (i.e., almost never).

In the formal logic, the Open World Assumption (OWA) is the assumption that the truth-value of a statement is independent of whether or not it is known by somebody to be true. It is the opposite of the Closed World Assumption (CWA) or “negation as failure”, which holds that any statement that is not known to be true is false. For example, if the only knowledge a system has about some John would be: “John has daughter Mary”, then according to the CWA it would automatically mean that a statement “John has daughter Suzanna” is false, however according to the OWA the reaction to the same statement “John has daughter Suzanna” would be “I do not know”. Therefore the CWA allows a system to infer, from its lack of knowledge of a statement being true, anything that follows from that statement being false, while the OWA limits those kinds of inference and deductions because of ignorance. Within the OWA-based systems, from the absence of a statement alone, a deductive reasoner cannot (and must not) infer that the statement is false. The OWA reflects the monotonic nature of the first-order logic, i.e., adding new information never falsifies previous conclusions. This fact however limits possibilities of the OWA-based systems to benefit from the non-monotonic reasoning techniques (e.g., default reasoning) where previous conclusions can be invalidated by adding more knowledge.

Semantic Web languages such as OWL assume the OWA while most of procedural programming languages and database management systems assume the CWA. An important question for the emerging Semantic Web is how to best combine description logic-based open world ontology languages, such as the OWL, with closed world non-monotonic logic rules. Ontologies are a standard OWA formalism while rules usually apply the CWA. A combination of ontologies and rules would clearly yield a combination of the OWA and the CWA and this is not only of interest for current applications in the Web, but also as a highly sophisticated means of knowledge representation in general [38]. However, combining rules and ontologies is a nontrivial task, since a naive combination of ontologies and OWA-based rules is known to be undecidable [39]. One of the most solid proposal for reasonable combination is known as hybrid MKNF knowledge bases [40], [38] consisting of ontology axioms and rules, which is based on a well-founded semantics that promises better reasoning efficiency and compatible with both the OWL-based semantics and the traditional Well-Founded Semantics for logic programs. As argued in [40], a hybrid formalism combining rules and ontologies should satisfy certain criteria: (a) faithfulness, i.e., preserving semantics of both formalisms; (b) tightness: i.e., both the ontological description logic component and the rule component should be able to contribute to the consequences of each other; (c) flexibility, i.e., possibility to view the same predicate under both open and closed world interpretations; (d) decidability, preferably of low worst-case complexity, to be used in, e.g., Semantic Web applications.

The Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [41] extends the OWL, providing logic-based rules, which together with stored facts are executed as inputs by the rule engine, which infers new facts as an output. In addition, the rule engine infers new knowledge using forward chaining, which can be used for further inference. The SQWRL (Semantic Query-Enhanced Web Rule Language) [42] is a SWRL-based language for querying OWL ontologies. SQWRL queries operate on known individuals in the currently loaded OWL ontology. The SQWRL provides no way of accessing the information it accumulates from within a rule so query or/and counting or/and computation results cannot be written back to the ontology. There is no way, for example, to insert the result of a recomputed age of some person (based on known birthday of the person and current date) back into the ontology, or to update, e.g., the value of the property hasPublicationsAmount for some researcher in the ontology when information about new publications arrives. Such a mechanism could invalidate OWL’s OWA and lead to nonmonotonicity [42].

We should admit, however, that appropriate knowledge formalism for the self-managed systems must combine OWA (for cognition and operating with the external environment knowledge) with CWA (for self-awareness and operating with the internal environment knowledge). Therefore OWA is right when talking about knowledge of the world but inappropriate when talking about, e.g., knowledge of knowledge of the world.
6. Demons (Procedural Attachments) in Semantic Web

The needed compromise between OWA and CWA, which is how to make the results computed or inferred based on procedural knowledge explicit within ontology, is closely related to a compromise between (or a hybrid of) declarative and procedural knowledge. Marvin Minsky in [43] suggested using so called “demons” within frame models already in 1974. A frame represents an object or a concept. Attached to the frame is a collection of attributes (slots), filled with values, which can be altered to make the frame correspond to the particular situation. When other frames are used to fill the slots, then as a result we will have a semantic graph of domain objects and concepts similar to what we can get today with RDF and OWL. According to Minsky, frames may also contain procedures, called demons, which are activated under prescribed circumstances. Demons are supposed to be attached to some slots in a frame to cause execution of some procedure when accessed. Demons are triggered when, e.g.: (a) a new value is put into a slot; (b) a value is removed from a slot; (c) a slot value is replaced; (d) there is no value present in an instance frame and a value must be computed from a generic frame; and etc.

On the other hand, soon after frames in 1977, Roger Schank [44] proposes scripts as a method of representing procedural knowledge based on conceptual primitives (basic actions that people and objects can perform) and their interrelations. Scripts are very much like frames, except the values that fill the slots must be ordered. Frames and script can be easily “married” just because the basic idea involved in both representations is that our knowledge of concepts, events, and situations is organized around expectations of their key features. For example one can easily imagine a frame slot (demon in Minsky’s interpretation) with attached script (in Schank’s interpretation) prescribing on how to anytime get/update the actual value of the slot. The Knowledge Representation Language (KRL) [45] has been proposed by Bobrow and Winograd in 1977 as an attempt to integrate procedural knowledge with a broad base of declarative forms. Procedures in KRL were associated directly with the input/output interface to the ontology. These include: (a) function slots, which reckon up certain instance slot values as input, represent the result as their own value, and will be updated automatically if one of the input values has been changed; (b) action buttons to start any procedure, which uses any instance slot values as input, and which also can change any instance slot values as output; (c) constraints (as functions) on slot values. The attachment of a Java class to a slot means that an instance of the Java class is created to be connected with the slot, i.e., there is one Java object for each ontology class, which uses this slot as a template. The Java slots (aka active properties) can be modified at the class level by facets [48].

The need for ontologies capable to represent methods has been also discussed in [49]. It was argued that software agents to be capable to perform tasks autonomously need methods besides classes and attributes to be also represented in ontologies. The minimum requirements are that the method name is represented along with the types of its arguments and the return value.

7. Other Way around (Semantic Attachments to Procedures): Semantic Web Services

More successful has been an effort to integrate declarative and procedural knowledge by adding declarative semantics to process descriptions, which can be explained by growing popularity of the Web service economy. Web service is a self-contained modular business application that have open, internet-oriented standardized interface. Appropriate Web service standards include SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol), WSDL (Web Service Description Language), UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and Integration), WS-BPEL (Web Service Business Process Execution Language), etc. There were several attempts to extend the Web service concept towards a Semantic Web Service, which is a self-descriptive, semantically marked-up software resource that can be published, discovered, composed and executed across the Web in a task-driven way [50], or even to make it proactive (agent-driven) and capable to behave autonomously to increase its utility and to be the subject of negotiation and trade [51].

Among several frameworks to enable Semantic Web Services consider the following ones: OWL-S, WSMO, METEOR-S (WSDL-S, SA-WSDL, SA-REST) and SSWAP. OWL-S (http://www.daml.org/services/owl-s/) is the first OWL-based Web service ontology, which supplies Web service providers with a core set of constructs for describing the properties and capabilities of their Web services in unambiguous, computer-interpretable form. Ontology consist of three main parts: the service profile for advertising and discovering services; the process model, which gives a detailed description of a service’s operation; and the grounding, which provides details on how to interoperate with a service, via messages. The Web Service specifications based on OWL-S are believed to enable the development of software
programs that can interpret descriptions of unfamiliar Web Services and then employ those services to satisfy user goals. Therefore the OWL-S markup of Web services is expected to facilitate the automation of Web service tasks, including automated Web service discovery, execution, composition and interoperation [52].

WSMO (http://www.w3.org/Submission/WSMO/) provides a more complete conceptual model comparably to OWL-S as it also addresses aspects such as goals (objectives that a user might have when consulting a service) and mediators or necessary mappings aimed to resolve interoperability problems, incompatibilities and mismatches at different (data, protocol and process) levels [53]. WSMO differentiates between the ontological descriptions (declarative knowledge) of the services and technologies for their execution (procedural knowledge). The service interfaces in WSMO are designed in a way that is suitable for software agents to determine the behavior of the Web service and reason about it [54].

The METEOR-S project (Ilsidis.cs.uga.edu/projects/meteor-s/) at the LSDIS Lab, University of Georgia, aimed to extend popular within industry Web-services standards (WSDL, UDDI, BPEL4WS) with the Semantic Web technology [55]. As a result, the WSDL-S (semantically enhanced WSDL) has been elaborated as a lightweight approach for adding semantics to Web services. The approach allows integration of semantic and non-semantic descriptions of Web services, assuming that the users must specify translation to OWL of possible special types. For software developers the possibility was given to semantically annotate source files (by exploiting the meta-tags) to enable complete WSDL-S specifications to be generated and automatically published in an enhanced UDDI registry. Special support is provided for automatic generation of OWL-S files from WSDL-S files for grounding, profile and service [56]. Later in 2007, the Semantic Annotations for WSDL and XML Schema (SA-WSDL) (www.w3.org/TR/sawSDL/) mechanism has been elaborated by which concepts from the semantic models that are defined either within or outside the WSDL document can be referenced from within WSDL components as annotations helping to disambiguate the description of Web services during their automatic discovery and composition [57]. Later in 2010, the Semantic Annotations for REST (SA-REST) (www.w3.org/ Submission/SA-REST/) has been elaborated as a microformat to enable ontological metadata to be embedded into HTML/XHTML documents. It is human-friendly as it designed for the humans (developers and annotators) first and for the machines later. SA-REST has two types of properties (block and element property), which meant to distinguish the capability of a property to nest other properties. Attaching explicit meta-data to the API descriptions using SA-REST can significantly improve their faceted search. It also facilitates a user-driven light weight service composition (e.g., mash-ups) [58].

As a sample of more recent activity let us mention the SSWAP (http://sswap.info/), which is OWL ontology specifically designed to describe web services. Services are identified by URIs by mapping from their inputs to outputs, and the SSWAP ontology defines a set of terms to describe this transformation. The same representation is also used for service search and service execution requests and responses. A service execution request fills in the value of an input parameter and leaves the output value blank to be filled as a result of the service execution. Thus, SSWAP defines a protocol where clients and servers exchange OWL documents that contain needed RDF graph structure for accomplishing the tasks of services discovery and execution [59].

Summing it up we may admit that these approaches target mostly semantic support and automation of a customer (directly or through some application) – a service provider relationships and are not so suitable for the self-management systems. According to our previous consideration, a self-managed system should, if appropriate, be capable to discover and utilize external web services for the self-management needs (e.g., for self-reconfiguration) or should also be aware and when needed utilize own services (self-services) for the same purpose. The former requires a capability for an external service to securely access the configuration of the system and make necessary changes within it, which definitely may be considered as a new requirement to the (semantic) Web service community. The latter will require appropriate ontology and annotations of the internal system capabilities as services and can be in principle supported by one of the Semantic Web services approaches described above. However if we consider a knowledge-based system in general and its knowledge in particular as a subject for self-reconfiguration, then this will be challenging from the both aspects if to apply traditional technologies due to lack of appropriate services to manipulate with knowledge in fully automated manner.

8. Executable Knowledge and Knowledge Computing

To address the challenges discussed earlier in the paper we introduce the concept of executable knowledge for autonomous or self-management systems development according to Semantic Web standards. The used knowledge representation model based on directed labeled RDF-graphs on top of a set of triples “subject – predicate – object” (or “resource – property – value”) considers nodes of the graphs as blank nodes, literals or URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) references.

The traditional role of the URI reference has always been an identifier pointing at the name and location of a web resource. A new role defined lately by the W3C is to identify the content located at the referenced Web-resource if the resource can be dereferenced (http://www.w3.org/ 2001/tag/doc/httpRange-14/HttpRange-14.html) do not provide capacities for ontology evolution.

We extend the semantics of the RDF triple more by defining the third possible role for URI: to be a procedure identifier. This adds a procedural component to the RDF-based data model giving a possibility to define procedures for automatic ontology evolution and instantiation. We called knowledge utilizing the proposed data model executable with respect to the manner a reasoner works with it (executing accommodated instructions).

The new model is an ontology which introduces a new property type named “executable property” (in addition to the object and datatype properties), which value is not an explicitly defined data but an instruction on how to get it. In this case the executable triple components get roles of “resource – property – procedure (query)”. According to the basic RDF data model a procedure is a resource with several properties for storing instructions and a cash of the computed values. As it is shown in Fig. 1 Resource_A has a property
and, in order to get its value, instructions, which are located in the Resource_D, should be executed by a reasoner supporting inference over executable knowledge.

![Fig. 1. Extending the traditional RDF property types (datatype or object property) by a new one "executable property", which value (resource or literal) is computed on access following the instructions (Resource_C in the picture, which prefix exe indicates an executable resource)](image)

Two immediate advantages of the extension one may expect are: (a) a triple will always implicitly keep knowledge about most recent value for the property because query to some data storage or to some computational function will be executed only on demand when needed and the latest information will be delivered; (b) a query may be written according to different standards, data representation types, models and schemas so that heterogeneity of original sources of data and capabilities will not be a problem.

In [60] we have already demonstrated how a similar approach can be used for creating semantic mash-ups of the reality data and the business intelligence functions (we called the concept as the “executable reality”). There we based the implementation on the S-APL (Semantic Agent Programming Language) [61]. In this paper we try to discuss the implementation issues following the traditional semantic technology standards (RDF, OWL).

The concept of executable knowledge can be considered as such kind of hybrid of declarative and procedural knowledge, where “executing” knowledge, one actually transforms tacit (procedural) knowledge into explicit (declarative one).

Therefore an executable knowledge contains explicit procedural (meta-) knowledge on how to acquire (or compute) declarative knowledge. Such capability means that the executable knowledge is naturally self-configurable knowledge (or more generally – self-managed knowledge). Therefore, taking into account that the procedural attachments can be treated if needed as self-management instructions (for example, self-evaluation, self-configuration, verification, filtering, decontextualizing, reasoning, computing, merging, compressing, reporting, visualizing, etc.), we may consider the executable knowledge as a self-management enabled one. Let us call the process of executable knowledge (self-) management as Knowledge Computing (Fig. 2).

![Fig. 2. The concept of “Knowledge Computing” illustrated](image)

Assume some knowledge storage, which in addition to some domain knowledge also has an explicit knowledge management instruction in the form of executable knowledge. If the storage is equipped with a “knowledge processor” (i.e., an engine or an agent capability to execute the instruction scripts), then the knowledge will behave as a self-management entity (Fig. 2).

It is important to mention that executable scripts may refer also to external service/capability providers, therefore some executions may be exported and performed remotely and the results will be consumed on return through the knowledge processor back to knowledge.

The approach of knowledge computing allows addressing a number of problems considered as a bottleneck for the Linking Open Data:

- the higher index of links integrity (defined as a qualitative property that is given when all links within and between a set of data sources are valid and deliver the result data intended by the link creator [33]) is reached due to reducing the number of the broken links possible types. A link will always have a valid target computed on fly which excludes the crucial influence of removing and moving previously defined link targets. 
- Instance-level co-reference (discussed in [62]) is enabled by knowledge computing by inferring schema-level and instance-level relations between concepts and properties of two different repositories providing data-level and schema-level evidence.
- Automatic ontology evolution and instantiation enabled by the new data model reduces the possibility of ontologies overloading with lots of concepts and instances or indexed Web documents and is a possible solution for rebalancing graph structures [31].

9. Pilot Implementation and the Example

We define the concept of executable property as an enabling technology to interconnect ontology-based (semantic) portals with credible data sources and services in the most suitable and flexible way to update knowledge bases of the portals automatically in real time. At this stage of our research we have considered 4 basic types of executable properties (see Fig. 3), which are capable to update their values by:

1) getting data from traditional databases performing an SQL query;
2) making simple mathematical computations over other known values from local semantic storage;
3) getting data as a result of SPARQL queries;
4) getting data as query results from external Web services.

Executable knowledge model is an ontology defining new executable classes and properties. To process it an executable knowledge specific processor is needed. We developed a plug-in for Protégé ontology development environment (protege.stanford.edu), which supports the new property type and provides reasoning tools over the executable part of the ontology.

Depending on the subtype of the executable property a certain procedure for executing and resolving should be applied.

![Fig. 3. A hierarchy of the Executable Property types](image)

Each of the subproperties needs a unique mechanism for computing the value and requires different parameters:
1) **Top Executable Property** is an abstract super property for all possible executable properties. It contains a description of the common computing mechanism, which will be inherited by all subproperties. For correct specification of the input parameters the reasoner gets access to a particular instance of the class of the computed executable property. Each inheritor of the Top Executable Property has its own syntax for formal description of the needed parameters' values. Generalization of the executable property domain is implemented by use of operator “this” defined in the Top Executable Property. For instance, reference “this.name” points out to the value of the property “name” of the currently processed instance. Such notation allows implementing a specific syntax of the query within the properties of the inheritors. Executable properties may have a set of possible ranges, and for each of them parameters should be defined separately.

2) **DataBase Executable Property** allows getting data from a database in response to an SQL query. Parameters for such property are: database server, access parameters (server address, login and password), and the SQL query itself.

3) **SPARQL Executable Property** enables to describe a SPARQL query as a procedure of the property value computing.

4) **Mathematical Executable Property** enables computing a relatively simple mathematical formula (function). The function itself is specified as a parameter for the executable property. Such property can operate with constants as well as with the values of the various resource properties. The function can have variables referring to other executable properties.

5) **Web Service Executable Property** enables querying a remote Web service. Such query will require the following parameters: (a) access data (address, login, password, etc.); (b) identifier for the function called; (c) identifiers and values for the parameters needed for the function (values of other properties of the original resource can be taken as the parameters). Various possible protocols for the Web-services are handled by creating subclasses of the Web Service Executable Property separately for each protocol.

In spite of the expectations that the executable property concept may expand the applicability of the ontology-based systems and improve their interoperability, the approach has also some weaknesses related to the reduced ontology performance because computing the values for the executable property on-the-fly may create some delays in getting output data. Caching mechanisms are needed to handle history of queried executable property values to fasten in some cases calculations in real time.

Let us consider calculation of a scientist’s rank as an example of an executable property management. Assume that three different citation indexes (h-index, g-index and k-index) of some scientist are taken from different sources and the final value “ScientistRank” will be computed as a mean value of those. Class Scientist in the ontology will look as shown in Fig. 4.

Imagine that the h-index has to be calculated as a result of SPARQL query; the g-index is computed as the result of SQL query; the k-index is obtained due to querying web-service (XML RPC); and finally the ScientistRank is computed as a mean value of the three above numbers.

Taking into account that query transfer protocols are different for different Web services we have developed supporting tools for 4 types of interaction with Web services: “JSON RPC”, “REST”, “SOAP” and “XML RPC”. All of them have a similar set of parameters for querying a service but interact with the service based on different protocols. In our example we will show in detail the option of a query transfer according to the “XML RPC” standard.

![Fig. 4. Properties of the “Scientist” class in the example](image)

For getting the g-index the “DataBase Executable Property” is used. Parameters of this property are shown in the Protégé screenshot in Fig. 5. One needs to specify two parameters to get the value of “MySQLDbActive Property”. The first one defines connection with the database. For that a special object of the SQL_Server_Connection class is created as a mean value of those. Class Scientist in the ontology will look as shown in Fig. 4.

Imagine that the h-index has to be calculated as a result of SPARQL query; the g-index is computed as the result of SQL query; the k-index is obtained due to querying web-service (XML RPC); and finally the ScientistRank is computed as a mean value of the three above numbers.

Taking into account that query transfer protocols are different for different Web services we have developed supporting tools for 4 types of interaction with Web services: “JSON RPC”, “REST”, “SOAP” and “XML RPC”. All of them have a similar set of parameters for querying a service but interact with the service based on different protocols. In our example we will show in detail the option of a query transfer according to the “XML RPC” standard.
For each particular “Domain” specification for an executable property there is a possibility to define needed set of parameters. If for some “Domain” such parameters will be missing, then, if queried, such property will return an empty line as a value. Such type of executable property has just one parameter (textual field), which may refer to the appropriate ontology, to the pointer “this” and to the properties of the appropriate instance of the class. Such textual description has to be processed with the modified SPARQL parser and appropriate query will be resolved.

One can see that such type of Web service requires instance of class “Web Service Connection” as a parameter, which contains information about the Web service address and access keys to it. Parameter “Web service function” specifies the required function of the Web service. The plug-in allows compiling various sets of parameters needed for querying the required function.

For calculating the integrated value (in our example - average) for the indexes we create the property “ScientistRank”, which is computable. Parameters for such “Mathematical Executable Property” are shown in the screenshot in Fig. 9.

The only needed parameter for such type of executable property is the mathematical expression, which may contain constants or variables (properties of the target instance).

The major ongoing activity, which is based on the implementation of the Knowledge Computing concept, is the EU Tempus-IV Project TRUST: “Towards Trust in Quality Assu-
The overall goal of the TRUST project is to support the reforms of Ukrainian Higher Education (HE) by introducing a comprehensive and transparent Quality Assurance (QA) framework for all HE institutions (HEI) and QA organizations, which is based on the knowledge triangle ("education-research-innovation"). A Knowledge Ecosystem solution autonomously enables, supports and automates the QA activities and transactions between HEIs, different national and international QA actors, students and different stakeholders and supports various forms of information exchange and knowledge sharing. The framework is assumed to guarantee trust between all stakeholders and supports various forms of information exchange and knowledge sharing. It enables machine-processable and executable QA-related knowledge to be also a “Self-Explanatory Knowledge” (that provides automated support for detailed explanation of every calculated or inferred evaluations); (4) to automate the interpretation of the computed evaluations in different situations we need such executable knowledge to perform also as a “Context-Aware Knowledge” (i.e., capable of utilization of formalized knowledge about context (local, regional, national, international, etc., for providing more grounded evaluations in a particular context).

Executable knowledge was integrated into the knowledge base of the Portal (portal.dovira.eu/) at the stage of its piloting. This increased the speed of the access of the ontology to relevant linked data and its update. The speed of data logging, for instance, was increased in 9.5 times by use of executable SQL-properties which allowed to add data about logging into the base. Piloting of the Portal was done on 50 000 instances. The system was implemented on the basis of JBoss (volumes of the information about events correspond to the average value of a JBoss server 7.1).

10. Conclusions

In this paper we have discussed current trends in Information and Communication Technologies figuring out the needs for autonomic and self-managed solutions related to knowledge economy and provided some basic characteristics and requirements to appropriate self-managed systems. These include the need in a hybrid of declarative knowledge and procedural (executable) one based on smart compromise between the Open World and the Closed World assumptions. If to consider a knowledge-based system in general and its knowledge in particular as a subject for self-reconfiguration, then there will be challenging to apply traditional technologies due to lack of appropriate services to manipulate with knowledge in fully automated manner. We introduced the concepts of executable knowledge and knowledge computing on the basis of adding an executable property to the traditionally used (datatype and object) properties within the RDF model. Two imm-
ediate advantages of the extension are: (a) an RDF triple will always implicitly keep knowledge about most recent value for the property because query to some data storage or to some computational function will be executed only on demand when needed and the latest information will be delivered; (b) query may be written according to different standards, data representation types, models and schemas so that heterogeneity of original sources of data and capabilities will not be a problem. Therefore knowledge can be managed autonomously and “queried” in real time by the executable RDF links. We also present some pilot (proof-of-concept) implementation of the executable knowledge as a plug-in to Protégé ontology development environment and briefly present more solid implementation work-in-progress activity related to the self-managed national educational resources.

Proposed concepts of the executable properties, executable knowledge and knowledge computing allow integrating different technologies within one ontology-driven domain specification. Such approach may transfer any massive RDF storage into a flexible, dynamic, self-managed knowledge base, which will always contain actual facts about the domain objects. The potential of self-organized semantic storage services has been recently discussed in [61] on the basis of thorough literature survey. It was argued that the analyzed approaches and their underlying technologies were unable to distribute large amounts of semantic information in a generic way while still being able to react on changing environmental infrastructure. Therefore self-organization in a distributed knowledge storage system is still an important and challenged issue nowadays.

We believe there might be many other application domains (to be investigated still) where the concept of knowledge computing might be useful, e. g.: self-managed web sites/pages; self-managed content for e-learning and knowledge transfer; Data Journalism (database journalism and data-driven journalism); Cloud Computing (knowledge-as-a-service). Linked Data and Business Intelligence on top of it, and many others.
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